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CSAT, LLC
OCTOBER 2013
INFORMATION LETTER/UPDATE:
GENERAL INFORMATION:
The weather is starting to break and I for one am thankful. We conducted over four major
classes this month, two government and two law enforcement.
In the future, we will no long hand out disks/CD’s with class powerpoint. In an effort to
go green and save money, we will have a stand-alone computer with class information
on it and students can either down load the information to a DVD/CD/Hard or Thumb
drive when coming to or leaving a class. I will still have paper manuals for the short
term.
TACTICAL CORNER:

It is important to have a back-up handheld flashlight and know how to use it. This light was
struck by a sim round and was put out of action. It could also malfunction or break leaving
the user with no way to illuminate or discriminate at night.
LE CORNER:
Nothing at this time…
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INSTRUCTOR NOTES:
If you are responsible for scheduling training for your unit or organization, ensure you have
the time and funding before you start locking in training dates.
I generally only run into this 5% of the time, but it consumes a great deal of my work and
training time. I have a short “Black List” of sorts, people that have scheduled training and
then cancelled at last minute. I will not train them in the future.
Some that come to mind are:
Jefferson County, Texas
U.S. Air Force
DOE out of Amarillo, Texas
I have spun up classes for groups like the above organizations only to have them cancel at the
last minute for poor planning, scheduling conflicts or funding. My most recent was with
Department of Energy out of Amarillo, Texas who cancelled a week of training for
“extenuating circumstances” less than two weeks out. They took up a time slot that I cannot
get back and the time window is too short for someone else to schedule training. In the case
of DOE, I advised them that I would charge them a portion or all of the course costs if they
cancelled. I am still sorting this out with them.
Beyond losing a time slot, I also spin up instructors who take vacation time to teach and this
causes a hardship with their personal and work time.
In the case of DOE and future training, I can either require payment in full when they
schedule the class or not teach them. It is easier not to teach them and this is what I will opt
to do. This nothing personal, but I have had a few many organizations over the years just
decide they did not want to train and I am stuck without out a class.
Finally, I am in touch with DOE’s legal folks, trying to remedy this situation. This is just a
word to the wise for those who teach either full or part time.
MONTHLY INSPIRATION
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MONTHLY PERSPECTIVE:
SYRIA

This was a dumb call by a clueless leader who is destroying the credibility of our country.
The rest of the world looks at us and wonders how we can be so screwed up. Most of us look
at our government and leaders and think the same thing.
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This president wants to start a war because his ego is too big for the White House. He has no
concept of foreign policy, which has been a disaster for his entire term. If the U.S.’s foreign
policy would be a city, it would be Detroit. In simple terms, he has a track record of disasters
and cannot be trusted, no matter how the liberal mainstream media portrays him in the future.
The mainstream media fails to hold him accountable and they are as much to blame for
selling their souls to the dark side..
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Detroit, run into the ground by the Democrats. They could write a book on how to destroy a
city and a country. As for going into Syria, let’s fix Chicago first…..
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Congressional Crooks

"Mood disorder disability" . . . if this doesn't take the cake . . .
So, Jesse Jackson, Jr. 17 year veteran of the US Congress, suddenly gets a
"mood disorder" (about the same time he learned he was to be indicted) and
is going to prison for 2.5 years.
Because his "mood disorder" was so severe, he has become disabled and will receive $8700 per
month as a disability payment as well as $45000 a year from his congressional pension, a total of
about $150K per year. Here is
the link
http://www.breitbart.com/Big-Government/2013/08/15/Convicted-Jackson-Jr-disability
Is this a great country or what?
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By the way, I have had a rather substantial "mood disorder disability" ever since Obama got elected
in 2008. I have not committed any felonies, have not been convicted and sentenced to prison and I
don't get squat - other than a higher and higher tax bill every year and the privilege of watching
our federal deficit grow every day of the year.

As a note, elections times are always around the corner and we must remember those
representatives who have strayed from our beliefs and vote them out of office.
2nd Amendment



















In 1863 a Democrat shot and killed Abraham Lincoln, President of the United States.
In 1881 a left wing radical Democrat shot James Garfield, President of the United
States, who later died from the wound.
In 1963 a radical left wing socialist shot and killed John F. Kennedy, President of the
United States.
In 1975 a left wing radical Democrat fired shots at Gerald Ford, President of the
United States.
In 1983 a registered Democrat shot and wounded Ronald Reagan, President of the
United States.
In 1984 James Hubert, a disgruntled Democrat, shot and killed 22 people in a
McDonalds restaurant.
In 1986 Patrick Sherrill, a disgruntled Democrat, shot and killed 15 people in an
Oklahoma post office.
In 1990 James Pough, a disgruntled Democrat, shot and killed 10 people at a GMAC
office.
In 1991 George Hennard, a disgruntled Democrat, shot and killed 23 people in a
Luby's cafeteria.
In 1995 James Daniel Simpson, a disgruntled Democrat, shot and killed 5 coworkers
in a Texas laboratory.
In 1999 Larry Asbrook, a disgruntled Democrat, shot and killed 8 people at a church
service.
In 2001 a left wing radical Democrat fired shots at the White House in a failed
attempt to kill George W. Bush, President of the US.
In 2003 Douglas Williams, a disgruntled Democrat, shot and killed 7 people at a
Lockheed Martin plant.
In 2007 a registered Democrat named Seung - Hui Cho, shot and killed 32 people in
Virginia Tech.
In 2010 a mentally ill registered Democrat named Jared Lee Loughner, shot Rep.
Gabrielle Giffords and killed 6 others.
In 2011 a registered Democrat named James Holmes, went into a movie theater and
shot and killed 12 people.
In 2012 Andrew Engeldinger, a disgruntled Democrat, shot and killed 7 people in
Minneapolis.
In 2013 a registered Democrat named Adam Lanza, shot and killed 26 people in a
school.
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One could go on, but you get the point, even if the media does not. Clearly, there is a
problem with Democrats and guns.
No NRA member, Tea Party member, or Republican conservatives are involved.
SOLUTION: It should be illegal for Democrats to own guns.

JOIN THE NRA…..
ON A LIGHTER NOTE:
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TRAINING:
We are looking at putting together a CRAS II (Civilian Response to Active Shooters II) and a
Law Enforcement ERAS-Emergency Response to Active Shooters.
RANGE UPDATE:
We are going into the maintenance mode on the property. I might add one more pistol pit on
the other side of the PD range as it sees heavy use.
EQUIPMENT:
XS Sight Flip Up with CSAT Aperture
XS Sights are now manufacturing a flip up Back Up Iron Sight with the CSAT Aperture. It
is well built and fits below or behind any optic. It is simple and you can co-witness your
irons and optics.
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CLASSROOM/ LODGE:
We officially have a Pro Shop in the gun shop area. Several local LE officers have formed a
small business and are stocking common items students have requested over the years to
include hearing protection, T-Shirts, hats, knives, etc.
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HUNTING UPDATE:

I picked up several new Bushnell trail cameras at Wal Mart and they are inexpensive and
easy to use. I will keep you posted on how they hold up.
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Critters are starting to move.…

DVD’s, Leadership and Training For the Fight/The Tactical Trainer

TACTICAL DVD’s OUT:
 Tactical Pistol Operator
 Tactical Rifle Operator
 Advanced Tac Pistol/Rifle
 Tactical Drills
 Combat Mindset
 Black Hawk Down
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Due Out:
 Civilian Response to Active Shooters
 Home Defense
 Vehicle Defense
 Long Range Hunter

The book out and available from www.amazon.com It also contains the “The Tactical
Trainer.”
The original “Leadership and Training for the Fight” will be available exclusively through
www.authorshouse.com for those wishing to purchase it. As a side note, it just went into its
second printing.
READING/MISC. INFORMATION
More books stacking up…

CLASS PAYMENTS
You will have a slot in the course when I receive payment for the class. In the case of an
agency, when they officially request an invoice. I have had too many individuals not
show up lately and I intend to put a stop to it.
I would prefer you send a check as the credit card costs for processing are substantial.
IN CLOSING
Thanks and we look forward to seeing you all soon.
Paul R. Howe

